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Analysis and Assessment from a Discovery Tour of the European 
Union.Wider Europe – deeper integration? Lessons learned from the 
EU-CONSENT Network 
Wolfgang Wessels  
1. Introducing the EU-CONSENT Network 

EU-CONSENT is a network of excellence for joint research and education that, from 
2005 to 2009, analysed the construction of a new Europe after the EU’s fifth 
enlargement round. Funded under the 6th research framework programme of the 
European Commission, the network (full title: EU – CONSENT: Wider Europe, 
Deeper Integration? Constructing Europe Network), during its official funding period, 
comprised partners from more than 50 universities and think tanks from all over 
Europe. The common framework included integrating activities (conferences and 
workshops), common research (EU-27 Watch, thematic Work Packages), teaching 
(traditional courses, virtual study units, a PhD Centre of Excellence) and 
dissemination activities (public events and common publications). With the project’s 
lifetime coming to an end in May 2009 and in my capacity as coordinator of the 
network, this text draws some conclusions from and for the EU-CONSENT network.  

2. The Zeitgeist revisited: Controversial expectations as points of departure 
2.1. Basic motivation: To observe a polity in a history-making period 

The state of mind, the ‘Zeitgeist’, in 2003, when we planned and launched the EU-
CONSENT network, was one of political anxieties. The EU was supposed to start a 
period with a so far un-experienced ‘big bang’ widening, and a specific form of 
further integration by working on the basis of the ‘Treaty establishing a constitution 
for Europe’ (TCE). Both developments were seen to mark a decisive stage of the 
perennial search for a constitutional and geographical finalité which was and is 
expected to last for the ‘foreseeable future’1. To sail in unknown waters inspired great 
hopes, but also deep concerns. With the proclaimed end of the incremental Monnet 
Method,2 bold steps into the future were perceived to lead to unintended 
consequences. 

A strong academic curiosity followed the political relevance of this history-making 
period of the European construction: observing a still strange and moving polity in a 
decisive stage of its making from a close and detailed perspective was fascinating for 
experienced and early stage researcher from both old and new member states. The 
period ahead offered a large set of theoretical opportunities, but also considerable 
methodological challenges. Our research question did not come out of the blue. Right 
from the early planning phase we were aware of the long shadows of history both in 
political as in academic terms. The combination of the size and depth of the European 
construction was and is a constant core issue for the shaping and making of the 
institutional and constitutional architecture of the European construction; ever since 
the launching of the Schuman/Monnet plan and the creation of the ECSC in the early 
fifties, members of the club discussed whether and with which applicants to integrate 
further.  
                                                
1 European Council Lisbon, 14 December 2007, Presidency Conclusions, 16616/07, 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/97669.pdf. 
2 See speech by former German Foreign Minister J. Fischer at the Humboldt University Berlin, http://whi-

berlin.de/documents/fischer.pdf. 
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Graph 1: Scenarios and strategies for member states: deepening and or widening 

 
a. (federal) community strategy: deepen first to improve absorption capacity in order to then 

widen 
b.  “virtuous spiral”: step-by-step synthesis of enlargement and deepening (mutual 

reinforcement of spill-over effects) 
c. linear enlargement strategy: enlargement including only minimal institutional adjustments 

(without improving the institutional architecture in advance) 
e. core Europe (“Avantgarde”; “L’Europe pionnier”): functional and/or constitutional 

deepening by a group of „willing“ and „able“ member states to attract others to follow 
f. variable geometry: sectoral integration of different groups of member states with opt-outs 
g. spill-back scenario (“vicious spiral”): step by step synthesis of enlargement and 

disintegration (mutual reinforcement of spill-back effects) 
h. directoire: intergovernmental cooperation between a few large member states (EU3, EU5) 

excluding smaller states by definition 
i. l'Europe à la carte: ad hoc groups of interested states (including more or less than the actual 

number of EU members) engaged in limited functional or sectoral cooperation outside the 
TEU framework 

Source: own compilation. 

The fundamental puzzle, which the network took up to explore in looking at changing 
parameters, was to explain why and how the European construction grew from a 
small Community of six with a limited agenda to a Union of 27 with a state like 
agenda. Based on the notions of deepening and widening, we elaborated and tested 
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expectations about the patterns between these two major lines of European 
developments. In other words, the challenge was and still is to deal with dialectics 
between two fundamental poles: (i) deepening and (ii) widening of the EU’s 
polity/political system.  

To locate the research even deeper in a ‘moyenne durée’ (F. Braudel) perspective and 
to collect richer empirical evidence we referred to two periods which highlighted and 
marked the structural set of constellations based on a path of earlier, history-making 
decisions.  

To my mind, one – maybe surprising – point of historical departure is the period of 
the late sixties and early seventies, which I call – in spite of characterisations of this 
period as ‘dark age’3 – the ‘post-de Gaulle renaissance’. The summit declaration of 
The Hague 19694 set three general objectives to be pursued in parallel: completion, 
deepening and widening. In 1972 the heads of state or government, meeting in Paris, 
broadened this agenda once more. Their initiative led to the creation of the European 
Council in Paris 1974. This institutional innovation with the self-set triptych of 
objectives remained the key to further milestone decisions for system and 
policymaking.  

For our study the very history-making moment was of course the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and its aftermaths. The thawing of the post WW II cleavage put the issues of 
both accessions and treaty revisions into a completely new constellation. The 
Maastricht Treaty of 1993 and the Copenhagen criteria of the same year as well as the 
Delors Package of 1992 on the financial perspectives set the dominating parameters 
and paradigms which also dominated the decade from 2000 onwards and thus the EU-
CONSENT network.  

The close link between the two poles of the EU’s development was documented in 
the fourth Copenhagen criterion, which demands that for all accessions not only the 
applicant state but also the EU needs to be ‘fit’ for a larger membership. The 
shortcomings of the Amsterdam summit and the torturous Nice summit highlighted 
the difficulties to find an acceptable compromise on this issue.  

The institutional architecture of the Nice Treaty of 2003 and the enlargement of 2004 
then set the concrete cornerstones for the EU-CONSENT network. Additional strong 
dynamics came from declaration 23 of the Nice summit and the following works on 
the TCE.  

The network’s research programme thus could start from a set of given – though 
partly not used – opportunities in the legal architecture but at the same time had to 
deal with expectations about potential new legal provisions. Most of us saw a ‘triple 
A’ task: to undertake an in depth Analysis, to present a differentiated Assessment 
and, where appropriate, to give Advice. 

                                                
3 Keohane, R. O. and Hoffmann, S. (1991). ‘Institutional Change in Europe in the 1980s,The New European 

Community’, in: idem (eds) Decisionmaking and Institutional Change, Boulder. 
4 Bulletin of the European Communities, No. 1, 1970, reproduction available at 

http://aei.pitt.edu/1451/01/hague_1969.pdf. 
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2.2. A mixed bag of expectations: A set of scenarios 
For analysing and assessing the apparently rapidly moving target both the academic 
and the political debate offered a rich menu of divergent and alternative set of hopes, 
concerns and expectations which we aggregated into four scenarios.5  

I’ll use again a graph which helped and helps to discuss deepening and widening (see 
graph 1) in a mutual relationship.  

One major school of thought in the mainstream debate painted a picture full of gloom 
and doom. A large group of European politicians and academics, e.g. many members 
of the ‘Convention on the future of Europe’, put forward in different forms and 
nuances concerns that the EU would run into an ‘(enlargement) overstretch’. The 
‘excessive’ widening, i.e. simultaneous accession by a large number of countries with 
heterogeneous political and economic backgrounds, would lead to a disintegration 
which only ambitious treaty revisions like that of the Constitutional or later Lisbon 
Treaty could overcome. In this ‘nightmare scenario’ new members were expected to 
be neither politically stable (1st Copenhagen criterion) nor economically competitive 
(2nd Copenhagen criterion) enough in order to really take up the acquis (3rd 
Copenhagen criterion). Because of a premature entry, new members would suffer 
from negative effects of membership and fall back in their transformative process. 
Some of the new members or all of them as a group would turn into ‘nuisance 
powers’ when sitting around the Council table. New ‘veto players’ would raise their 
voices and create major conflicts and blockages in the existing institutional set up. 
The EU would have to put ‘its act together’, namely to create a new constitution-like 
architecture (4th Copenhagen criterion) – which meant to follow a strategy of 
deepening first for subsequent widening (line a in quadrant I/graph 1). If this 
sequence was not followed, both old and new members would be worse off. Taking 
up this set of expectations, the EU-CONSENT network called the scenario a ‘spill-
back scenario’ (see line g in quadrant II/graph 1) – also referred to as a ‘vicious 
spiral’. This school of thought later on stressed the ‘enlargement fatigue’ and pointed 
at the limits of the ‘absorption’ or ‘integration’ capacity of the EU system – even after 
the Lisbon Treaty entered into force. It expected as one reaction to the integration 
overstretch tendencies to form fragmented groups of a ‘l’Europe à la carte’ (see circle 
i in quadrant II/graph 1) or a even a ‘directoire’ of the ‘great (EU) powers’ as some 
kind of collective hegemony outside the Union’s constitutional and institutional 
architecture, excluding smaller states by definition (see circle h in quadrant III/ 
graph 1). 

Against this popular belief, the network formulated an alternative, perhaps 
counterintuitive set of expectations. With the short formula ‘wider Europe - deeper 
integration’ it proposed to test if both sets of challenges would in effect lead towards 
some kind of larger and at the same time more integrated Europe (based on the TCE 
or the Lisbon Treaty) along the traditional and conventional lines marking the nature 
of this community. For the new member states, accession was seen as the final step of 
their transformation into normal European democracies. The promise of an EU 
membership was regarded as a major factor for pushing the internal reform process in 
the post-communist regimes. This scenario expected that any cleavages between new 

                                                
5 For a more detailed discussion of the scenarios see Umbach, G. (2009) ‘EU-CONSENT 2005 - 2009: Four 

Years of Research on EU “Deepening” and “Widening”: Evidence, Explanation, Extrapolation’ (D144), 
available at www.eu-consent.net. 
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and old member states would rapidly fade away. Deepening then was closely linked 
with widening (see line b in quadrant I/graph 1) in a ‘virtuous spiral’ (spill-over). 

In view of heated and controversial debates, a third group of voices called for more 
pragmatism in the debates. Pointing at earlier rounds of accessions, which were also 
always seen as ‘difficult to digest’, adherents of this view interpreted the TCE and 
Lisbon Treaty reforms as limited or even irrelevant for essential policy fields. This 
school of thought did not and does not expect major changes – at least not from these 
two parallel EU ‘grand projects’. The scenario was called ‘status quo Union’ or 
‘business as usual’ with no major changes. The accession in 2004/07 was assumed to 
come about with no major impact for the new states or for the Union (line c in 
graph 1). Even with a larger group of members the institutional and constitutional 
machinery could and would continue to work: thus put some more chairs around the 
Council table and in the EP plenary hall and increase the numbers of interpreters.  

While these three scenarios reflected some kind of ‘old’ thinking in terms of the 
traditional dichotomy between supranational vs. intergovernmental procedure, EU-
CONSENT also proposed to look for traces of a less clearly defined scenario which 
we called re-invented or transformed Union. The ‘saut qualitatif’ by the construction 
of the EU-27 would create a new kind of European polity as also the founding 
countries would be ‘new’ member states in terms of starting conditions. The Union 
would thus develop some kind of unexpected institutional and constitutional feature 
and yet un-experienced nature of a European polity. A wide range of developments 
was conceivable in such a scenario. As to the respective challenge for EU-
CONSENT, our theoretical efforts would need another of the many ‘turns’ or 
paradigmatic changes which have transformed the field of EU integration studies 
previously.  

In the dilemma between the necessary or – as some see it – imposed widening on one 
side and no or only imperfect deepening on the other side we identified a broad set of 
inputs for another pattern outside our initial four scenarios: one recurrent theme was 
and is to react to these countervailing pressures with a set of different forms of 
flexibility. At the beginning of this decade we witnessed a new wave of taking up and 
reinventing labels and concepts like ‘Kerneuropa’ (‘core Europe’) or ‘variable 
geometry’ (see circles e and f in quadrant IV/graph 1). For those worried about a 
possible disintegration trend and at the same time being skeptical about the 
possibilities of deepening this way was a magic formula – an exit from the political 
need to enlarge and the hurdles to deepen at the same time. This strategy was seen 
also as some kind of ‘whip’ for hesitant members.  

3. Challenges for the research: Pluralistic discovery tour on the search for a 
common framework 

3.1. Uniting in diversity 

At the beginning a large, multidisciplinary network like EU-CONSENT appeared to 
be a ‘mission impossible’; even violating many traditional rules of our trade. In lieu 
of a theory-driven set of questions, the network’s research focus of deepening and 
widening emerged in reaction to a demand from the political field. It was doubtful 
whether our network approach constituted a viable way of taking up this challenge. 
Nonetheless, embarking on this adventure was better than shying away from or even 
denial of the consequences of EU evolution. 
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One major challenge for the network’s design and work was to allow for using the 
extended knowledge of its members and to develop some kind of general framework 
serving as a point of reference for research on EU ‘deepening and widening’. On 
purpose, the network program was not a one-dimensional study of one specific area. 
The research design did not identify ex ante a key case which was supposed to give 
representative answers but investigated a large number of broadly selected areas. The 
network thus involved experts from several relevant fields applying different 
methods. This choice in looking at a moving target with a broad menu also meant that 
the work packages and the respective teams went on discovery tours in several 
directions. 

The members of EU-CONSENT, of course, did not start from a blank slate. Each of 
us came with her or his luggage of direct experiences, empirical work as well as 
theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches. The reservoir of pre-existing 
insights was rich. However, the challenge was and is considerable: to develop a 
research design which could aggregate and integrate findings from a differentiated set 
of issues on the agenda of our work packages and get to some overall results for 
answering the research question. The principle of subsidiarity applied, giving 
working groups as the core teams a strong lead. Fragmentation among disciplines and 
research areas was the high and expected risk. Therefore, cross-cutting efforts to 
collect and evaluate inputs for solving our fundamental puzzle were, while difficult, 
necessary and also worthwhile. Indeed, right from the start this cross-disciplinary 
approach induced stimulating questions which proved to be a useful management 
tool.  

Some of us took treaty provisions – mostly those of the Constitutional Treaty and 
later of the Lisbon Treaty – as points of reference, but this proved not to be sufficient. 
The trajectories and scenarios as developed above were and are offers for relating 
individual and sectoral results to a general framework. 

3.2. Finding and exploiting lessons of the past: Theoretical offers 
At the outset of the network we were confronted with a strange mix of existing offers. 
Though the dialectics between deepening and widening were a fundamental issue of 
the European construction, the theoretical ‘acquis académique’ which could guide us 
in a broader general perspective was limited. At the same time, in the shadow of 
intensive work and partly long academic paths we needed and need to discuss if and 
how we can transfer insights and experiences of earlier periods without being unduly 
‘captured’ by the ‘acquis académique’ of the past. In high demand was and is the 
reflection if and how we should be open to a potential ‘new ball game’, to elaborate 
and test theoretical and methodological approaches for a yet uncharted discovery tour. 
The network approach thus needed to allow for some kind of ‘scientific revolution’ 
(Kuhn) in integration-related theories – perhaps provoked by the evidence brought 
forward by efforts for deepening and widening. In consequence, the traditional 
reservoir of ‘grand’ and ‘middle range’ theories was revisited after the French, Dutch 
and Irish referenda. 

During the lifetime of the network several developments in theories dealing with 
integration took place. Historians and political scientists alike used constructivist 
approaches. EU-CONSENT lawyers explored the unity thesis, fundamental 
principles, federalism theories, and legal pluralism. Moreover, legal studies were 
applied to analyse human rights developments. Political scientists took up several 
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‘new’ roads; they contributed to the ‘constitutional turn’6, to the ‘constructivist turn’7, 
to the ‘governance turn’8 and to the ‘neo-institutional turn’9. Also a rich set of works 
on Europeanization10 and contributions to the fusion thesis were taken up. Key terms 
mirroring political and academic discourses such as legitimacy, democracy, identity 
as well as civilian and normative power were used. Many of these useful 
contributions helped to pursue micro studies in central areas.  

4. Points of arrival and conclusions for further work  
4.1. Some fundamental findings 
The research design had to be and was regularly checked with a view to its guiding 
function. Generally, EU-CONSENT researchers found the concepts of deepening and 
widening to be fundamental factors for the description of institutional change in the 
EU, but also within single policy areas – however without always being the only and 
perhaps most dominating aspect. Whereas the political debate on ‘deepening and 
widening’ seemed rather clear and obvious, related to treaty revisions and to 
accessions, a closer look from an interdisciplinary perspective revealed open 
questions, which invited deeper considerations. Especially for deepening we realized 
a constructive ambiguity, e.g. would it include enlarging the scope of public policies 
dealt with by the EU? How to deal with the real world of economic or security 
cooperation which stayed ‘below’ the planned changes of the legal architecture in 
treaty revisions?  

If we take the research guiding scenarios as points of reference, the evidence the 
project has collected indicates at first sight a rather ‘business as usual’ development. 
In contrast to the worries of the spill-back scenario, the institutional machinery of the 
enlarged EU-27 has worked sufficiently well – even without a quasi-constitutional 
deepening. At the same time accessions have not been a sufficiently strong factor for 
voters to support further deepening in the referenda and let the EU follow the path of 
a ‘virtuous spiral’. To discern major trends towards some re-invented Europe is also 
difficult. 

EU-CONSENT participants found that both processes were interlinked and in 
continuous development. While both processes were perceived to affect all fields, 
EU-CONSENT members came to the conclusion that no regular patterns in view of 
intensity and direction could be identified.11 

If one includes the Treaty of Nice with its declaration 23 into the observation period, 
the decade from 2000 onwards has seen another step on the mutually reinforcing 
effect (the ‘virtuous spiral’; see line b in quadrant I/graph 1). If we start with the 
signing of the Constitutional Treaty then we can observe a development which 

                                                
6 See Wiener, A. and Dietz, T. (2004). ‘Introducing the Mosaic of Integration Theory’, in: ibid (eds) Theories of 

European integration: Past, Present and Future, Oxford: OUP, p. 10. 
7 See Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, M. (2006). Debates on European Integration. A Reader, Houndmills and New York: 

Palgrave, p. 393-405. 
8 See Kohler-Koch, B. and Rittberger, B. (2006). Review article: The “Governance Turn“ in EU Studies, Journal 

of Common Market Studies, Vol. 44, Issue 1: 27-49. 
9 See Aspinwall, M. D. and Schneider, G. (2000). ‘Same Table, Separate Menu. The Institutionalist Turn in 

Political Science and the Study of European Integration’, European Journal of Political Research 38:1-36. 
10 See Olsen, J. P. (2002). ‘The Many Faces of Europeanization’, ARENA Working Paper 02/2002 for an 

overview. 
11 See especially Umbach, G. (2009) ‘EU-CONSENT 2005 - 2009: Four Years of Research on EU “Deepening” 

and “Widening”: Evidence, Explanation, Extrapolation’ (D144), available at www.eu-consent.net. 
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resembles line c in quadrant I/graph 1 – widening without deepening. Looking back 
over the decades we will have to study even deeper cyclical and mutually reinforcing 
relations of both developments.  

The results at least in studying the institutional architecture for now yields no 
evidence for a development towards what we call a ‘vicious spiral’ (see line g in 
quadrant II/graph 1). 

Compared with the hype of proposals for flexible forms (see quadrant IV/graph 1) at 
the beginning of this decade the moves towards restricted groups were rather limited 
in the living architecture. Member states did not use the treaty rules for ‘enhanced 
cooperation’ – though even extended in the Nice Treaty (the provisions of Prüm 
Treaty were at least partially integrated). With the French and Dutch ‘No’ to the 
Constitutional Treaty some of the fundamental assumptions –   that of forming a 
constitutional core group by the founding countries – have proved to be no more 
valid. The ‘opt outs’ of the Lisbon Treaty for few countries in relation with the 
Charter of fundamental rights are indicators for a limited use of the ‘variable 
geometry’ concept. Though the Irish ‘No’ created again another wave of proposing 
forms of differentiated integration, all these fashionable labels for strategies without 
full participation of all members did not yet lead Member States to pursue some kind 
of fundamental alternatives.  

For the next research period we need to deepen and widen this set of findings to look 
at results of internal dynamics, and reactions to external crises. Crises such as the 
2008 financial and economic collapse as well as the energy blockage created 
overwhelming pressures for more joint problem-solving. 

However, we also need to be wary of overstretching our research question. Deepening 
the internal market, for instance, was assessed to have depended on other factors than 
those at work in the deepening and widening process. Also in Justice and Home 
Affairs or in the areas of human rights and post-conflict reconstruction no recurring 
patterns in view of our puzzle were identified. As a consequence of this ‘non-pattern’, 
some researchers underlined to not having observed any teleology as indicated in the 
graph, but rather a variegated impact in different fields of political activism. Overall 
we thus witness a co-existence or a co-evolution of several trends.12 

This observation thus warns us not to overrate the concepts of deepening and 
widening and their interrelation as the only or ‘magic’ factors in the history of the EU 
in this decade. The fascination for endogenously motivated processes (see the spirals 
in quadrants I and II/graph 1) might then lead to biases distorting the realities in 
Europe. In such a case, the focus on the dialectics might have been appropriate for a 
certain time but turned into a ‘fashion’ which might be politically overrated and 
academically over-researched. 

4.2. The end of the European construction process?  

The results of the network lead us to observe that developments in the evolution of 
the EU in the last years are less glamorous and less revolutionary than many voices in 
political and academic discourses had expected at the beginning of this decade. Thus 
sober analysis invites us to reflect about the stage of the EU’s evolution and based on 

                                                
12 Ibid. 
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the work on this decade – to speculate about possible developments of this system 
ahead. 

With this finding I’m inclined to revisit our research question and formulate a revised 
one: does the present constellation of the EU with 27 (or 28) members document a 
stable equilibrium – a ‘constitutional settlement’13 – for the years to come? With the 
big bang enlargement and even in case the Lisbon Treaty had not been ratified we 
needed to discuss if we could have expected an ‘end of history’ for the EU 
construction or, put differently: a ‘finalité’ achieved in the real world irrespective of 
the fate of the Lisbon Treaty. Would any proposal for further steps of deepening and 
widening then have remained an illusion? 

In view of such an issue one line of argument stresses that the ‘enlargement fatigue’ 
is apparently one major factor in the no-votes and that leaders of EU system-making 
in this decade have limited energy left to engage themselves again in this frustrating 
game of concluding and then ratifying complex texts which are difficult to sell to a 
sceptical or uninterested public. Their dictum in the Lisbon summit that the Lisbon 
Treaty is the final treaty revision ‘for the foreseeable future’ indicates this deepening 
fatigue. So major political actors apparently identify borders set both external and 
internally. Governments of Member States thus might have given the European 
construction a form and function which is final for years to come. The EU might thus 
have reached a lasting internal equilibrium with a working institutional balance and a 
saturated geographical extension – perhaps similar to the ‘golden threshold’ of 
Augustus, which fixed the nature and realm of the Roman Empire for centuries.  

Another line of arguments does not look primarily at the preferences and moods of 
actors but at what they expect to be the inbuilt dynamics and logics as they assume 
that agency is a dependent variable of structure. This school of thought identifies 
inbuilt factors pushing to more deepening and widening till an ‘integration 
overstretch’ is reached (or has already been reached?). Exploiting works on ‘imperial 
overstretch’14 or on the ‘tragedy of empires’15 this thesis claims that the Union is 
forced to extend its natural borders to a still to be defined threshold if security and 
economic interests are taken into proper account. As a major indicator for further 
pressures, adherents of this view may point at the repeatedly voiced interest to enlarge 
to at least 35 members (Balkan countries and Turkey).  

Perhaps even more important and more general is the view arguing for ‘unfinished 
business’: this thesis claims that in spite of much frustration by the actors there is not 
yet any efficient and effective balance between the problem-solving instinct of 
member governments, which ask for more and better solutions on the EU level, and 
the sovereignty reflex, which pushes them to keep legal competences and political 
voice in national hands. Given the demand and need for EU policies, especially 
unexpected crises will put even the Lisbon Treaty under ongoing stress for 
amendments and revisions. In whatever form – be it by changes of the legal or of the 
living architecture – the status quo is then not stable.  

                                                
13 Moravcsik, A. (2008). ‘The European Constitutional Settlement’, World Economy, Vol. 31, Issue 1, pp. 158-

183, January. 
14 See Kennedy, P. (1987). The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict From 

1500 to 2000, New York: Random House. 
15 See Mearsheimer, J. J. (2001). The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, New York, London: Norton. 
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In view of the financial and economic crises – reflecting un-intended consequences of 
the intended globalisation of European economies – there is no standstill, especially 
by developments that are perhaps outside the immediate dialectics between deepening 
and widening. In light of these developments,  the policy-led research focus has 
shifted away from the quasi-constitutional system-making issues of accessions and 
treaty revisions to issues of policy-making in reaction to crises.  

4.3. On the academic agenda for ‘EU-CONSENT Plus’: Three perspectives 
Our work on analysis, assessment and advice and on major dimensions and trends of 
the EU evolution is certainly not finished, though EU-CONSENT has enriched the 
‘acquis académique’ in many areas as our highlights show. However, I would also 
highlight a trade off between deepening and widening of the research project which 
has emerged: besides gaining insights based on evidence, cooperation within EU-
CONSENT has contributed to creating a European research area in integration-related 
studies. 

Graph 2: Agenda for ‘EU-CONSENT Plus’ 

 

Source: own compilation. 

At the beginning but perhaps even more after the end of the network I now propose to 
link our work with three fundamental questions for our research community (see 
graph 2): 

• In a ‘courte durée’ perspective: to elaborate and test expectations on the ongoing 
developments of the EU, i.e. to identify and work on an ‘Agenda EU 2014’, further 
research is needed for key policy areas under crisis pressures but we also need to 
keep our attention on the search for external and constitutional borders; 

• In a ‘moyenne durée’ perspective: to grasp and explain the emergence and evolution 
of the European construction over the last sixty years and especially to look for 
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regular patterns of the integration construction and to test an ‘integration theorem’ 
in view of its present and future validity. Such a research strategy includes 
revisiting several proposals by historians for a periodisation of stages and trends of 
the EU’s emergence and evolution. In this view we should intensify the debate 
about the ‘end of the EU construction history’, i.e. also about ‘thresholds’ in its 
evolution – and about the ‘collapse by overstretch’. In such a discussion we need to 
include in-depth studies on individual policy areas and institutions. As a major 
factor we need to take exogenous dynamics into account.  

• In a ‘longue durée’ perspective: to understand the development of European states 
towards a new, transformative stage of their centuries-long history. Thus we could 
discuss  

o if the EU is ‘irrelevant’ for European states in their long 
transformation process; 

o if the EU serves as the ‘rescue’ of the states under stress; 
o if the EU is a ‘substitute’ and thus a ‘threat’ to the grown state. 

I would argue that we should elaborate and test if and in how far the EU is at a new 
stage of development of European states – based on a fusion process between the 
national and the European level  

The EU-CONSENT work comes to an end – the agenda for an ‘EU-CONSENT Plus’ 
project is opened.  
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EU-CONSENT 2005 -2009. Four years of research on EU deepening 
and widening. Evidence, Explanation, Extrapolation 
Gaby Umbach 
1. Introduction 

When outlining the key research objectives and interests of EU-CONSENT before the 
start of the network, the original project proposal under the European Union (EU) 
sixth Framework Programme highlighted the following elements as of major 
relevance for joint research on EU ‘deepening’ and ‘widening’: 

 

In the decades long process of constructing Europe via five waves of accession as 
well as seven treaty revisions and amendments, the year 2004 will document in a 
particular and unique way the key relationship between a wider Europe and a 
deeper integration: In May 2004, ten new member states will join the European 
Union – the biggest enlargement in terms of states and population ever since the 
beginning of the European integration process. Simultaneously, the European 
Union is preparing itself for the first time to adopt a Constitutional Treaty which 
was formulated by applying the new Convention method. 
This new construction will have a major impact on every Union citizen’s well-
being, on the democratic stability and economic performance of member states 
and on the cohesion, effectiveness and international actorness as well as 
performance of the Union itself. Given the ever increasing economic and cultural 
diversity of the Union and their impact on a European public sphere, these 
processes need specific efforts of researchers and practitioners alike to explore 
and explain key factors for this process as well as to extrapolate past trends 
wherever possible, to evaluate visions for the future and elaborate approaches. 16 

 

The Constitutional Treaty did not materialise after negative referendums in France 
and the Netherlands. The ratification of its successor, the Lisbon Treaty, was a long 
and difficult process. This meant that the core focus of EU-CONSENT’s activities on 
EU deepening and widening and their interrelation remained a relevant research topic 
throughout the lifetime of the network – from 2005 to 2009. During this period, EU-
CONSENT – a network of excellence of more than 50 institutional partners, 
including 25 universities and more than 150 senior and 100 young researchers – 
addressed these questions by developing and working with different scenarios and 
guiding concepts on the future of the EU in order to analyse the past and develop an 
innovative framework for future European integration. The network’s key research 
question was: wider Europe – deeper integration?  

The present publication takes up these initial objectives and interests, and outlines the 
main findings of EU-CONSENT. To build a bridge to the network’s origins, part II is 
dedicated to EU-CONSENT’s joint research framework and outlines the starting 
point of analysis – the theoretical-conceptual framework and the empirical research 
focus of four years of research on EU deepening and widening. Parts III and IV 
compile and evaluate EU-CONSENT’s most important theoretical and empirical 

                                                
16 Original EU-CONSENT research proposal (2003: 5). 
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findings. Finally, part V draws conclusions from the research results and findings, 
and relates these back to the four initial EU-CONSENT scenarios on the future 
development of the EU. 

2. EU-CONSENT’s joint research framework: Initial definitions and concepts 
2.1 Initial definitions of EU deepening and widening 
EU-CONSENT initially defined EU deepening broadly as a process of ‘gradual and 
formal vertical institutionalization’17 or, in neo-functionalist terms, as a rise in the 
scope and the level of European integration in terms of institution-building, 
democratic legitimacy and European policies affecting the EU’s polity, politics and 
policies. EU widening was broadly defined as a ‘process of gradual and formal 
horizontal institutionalization’18 or, again in neo-functionalist terms, as a process of 
‘geographical spill-over’.19  

With regard to the analytical benefits and conceptual clarity of these two points of 
reference, network members over time identified certain explanatory gaps and, in 
some areas, found that neither concept was specific enough. In some cases, the 
concepts were perceived as having resonance in some of the policy areas examined, 
but as less relevant or readily applicable to others, as in the case of economic and 
social policies. It was, moreover, believed to be difficult to present the two concepts 
as having unambiguous definitions. 

Based on this criticism, the initially broad definitions of EU deepening and widening 
were subject to conceptual debate during the lifetime of EU-CONSENT. In the course 
of this debate, the importance was underlined, inter alia, of differentiation between 
change in different dimensions of integration, given that different dimensions of 
integration and different levels of governance were found to be affected in different 
ways by EU deepening and widening. Thus, it was found that the attitudinal, political, 
economic and structural dimensions of integration had not evolved at the same pace, 
and sometimes developments in one area were even viewed as provoking opposite 
reactions in others.  

Thus, within this conceptual debate, the need to further develop the two core concepts 
of EU-CONSENT’s research framework became obvious. One of the suggestions 
brought forward touched on the impossibility of delivering general observations on 
the relationship between EU deepening and widening without acknowledging 
particular distinctions between fields, procedures and areas. Furthermore, some 
researchers believed both concepts to be too one-sided to understand the relations 
between them and argued for their renewal and updating on the basis of both EU-
CONSENT’s research results and new and current academic literature.  

To update the concept of EU deepening, one conclusion of the EU-CONSENT 
research in relation to theorising about change in the different dimensions is the need 
to pay attention to processes of both formal and informal deepening. The work of EU-
CONSENT has demonstrated that informal reforms are taking place at the level of 
day-to-day practice to enable the enlarged EU to continue to function. Such informal 

                                                
17 Schimmelfenning and Sedelmeier 2002: 500–528, 503. 
18 Ibid., 2002: 503. 
19 These definitions were first developed and presented by Faber and Wessels 2006: 3. 
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change becomes even more significant in the light of the difficulties that the enlarged 
EU is facing concerning progress with integration through formal treaty change. 

Additional drawbacks of the two concepts were also highlighted:  

• deepening was not strictly defined for a given set of activities and 
competences; if activities at the EU level grew, one possible result was that 
deepening became mixed up with ‘widening of the scope’ (or spectrum) of 
activities; these are believed to be two distinct things given that more scope 
may or may not lead to ‘deeper integration’; 

• widening defined as a growing number of EU countries not only pre-empts the 
use of the term for ‘widening of the scope’, but was viewed by some as not in 
tune with the widespread employment of the term enlargement (at least in 
economics). 

Therefore, given that an ‘extension of the scope of policy approaches’ was to be 
witnessed in a variety of areas,20 it was suggested that the new concept of 
‘broadening’ be integrated in order to amend the initial dichotomy of EU deepening 
and widening.  

The phenomenon of broadening, however, was to represent neither deepening nor 
widening in the sense of enlargement, but to be a horizontal and qualitatively 
different concept. This new conceptual element is understood as a separate concept 
that is inherent in and affects both deepening (leading to an extension of the scope of 
policies without further deepening integration) and widening (through the integration 
of new instruments to complement EU foreign policy and to serve as alternatives for 
formal widening, i.e. EU accession).  

This conceptualization of EU deepening, widening and broadening equips research on 
European integration with a conceptual framework that permits a focus on the two 
’master processes’ of deepening and widening while taking account of subtler 
processes, such as broadening, which are not sufficiently captured by these broad 
concepts.  

3. Initial scenarios on the future of the European Union21 
EU-CONSENT proposed a common conceptual basis as a major building block of its 
joint research framework. Using this basis, elaborated in the original project proposal, 
research on EU deepening and widening22 started from three scenarios on the future 
development of the EU. Each of the initial scenarios took account of similar factors, 
but generated different outcomes.  

Almost directly after the start of EU-CONSENT’s project, the three initial scenarios 
were developed further and amended by a fourth scenario – the ‘status quo Union’. 

                                                
20 For instance, after initial experiments in selected policy fields, the open method of coordination (OMC) was 

adopted in domains other than the original one. 
21 Text origin II.1.2, Original project proposal, Faber and Wessels 2006a and b as well as 2005: 14ff. 
22 As the concept of broadening was only amended towards the end of EU-CONSENT’s lifetime as a result of the 

network’s conceptual debate, it was not part of the initial four scenarios on the future of the EU. 
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The ‘Reinvented ’  / ’Transformed’ Union:
The Future EU is New for Everyone 

(3)

The ‘Virtuous Spiral’:
Success Breeds 

Success
(spill -over)

(1)

The ‘Vicious Spiral’:
Overstrain Leads to 

Overstretch
(spill -back)

(2)

‘Status quo Union ’
No further “deepening” and “widening”

(4)

 

Scenario 1. Reinforcing the positive effects of EU deepening and widening:  
A ‘virtuous spiral’ of successes (spill-over) 

This first initial scenario extrapolated a trend from the past which stressed that in 
general mutually reinforcing positive effects existed between EU deepening and 
widening. This meant that enlargement strengthened the awareness of the need for 
institutional reform so that the EU could continue to function properly, that is, that it 
led to a path-dependent process of deepening. The EU, in becoming bigger and wider, 
was viewed as simultaneously reforming its institutional structures and enhancing 
their efficiency. Ideally, the EU was therefore expected to turn into a legitimized and 
well-balanced system of governance at both the national and the European levels and 
to represent a unified and strengthened actor at the international level.  

Scenario 2. Reinforcing negative consequences of EU deepening and widening:  
A ‘vicious spiral’ logic of overstrain and overstretch (spill-back) 
The second initial scenario assumed a ‘vicious spiral’ between an overstrain of new 
and old members and an overstretch of the EU itself. The idea of a circle of output 
failures suggested reinforcing negative consequences of EU deepening and widening 
at work in the development of the European integration process. Thus, widening was 
viewed as leading to a crisis of output failures and to a ‘spill-back’ of existing 
institutional structures, leading to institutional and/or political blockages in the 
extreme case.  

Scenario 3. The ‘reinvented/transformed Union’: A fresh outlook 
In the third initial scenario, the construction of the EU-27 was assumed to 
‘reinvent/transform’ the Union itself. This scenario expected a push and pull process 
with key drivers and forces, in a changed and changing EU environment, with an 
expanded and expanding list of tasks as well as modifications to the ‘legal 
constitution’ of the institutional architecture, resulting in a new kind of polity. This 
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new kind of polity was assumed to constitute a new framework of EU decision-
making in which all member states were to become new member states in terms of 
starting conditions.  

Scenario 4. No further EU deepening and widening: A ‘status quo Union’ 
The status quo scenario was developed as a more ‘neutral’ stability option during the 
first months of EU-CONSENT. It started from the assumption that the EU had 
reached its limits and achieved a stable equilibrium, that is, that it had reached the 
political and institutional order it would live with for the foreseeable future. The EU 
was assumed to work and exist ‘without illusions’, without a vision and without 
strategic views on new projects. It was assumed that deepening (institutionally, 
constitutionally and in terms of common policies) and widening would come to a halt 
after the 2004/07 enlargement. Instead, the EU was viewed as ‘floating’, ‘flowing’ or 
‘muddling through’ at and around the level of constitutionalization and 
institutionalization defined by the Treaty of Nice. At the same time, however, no 
tendencies towards disintegration were assumed.  

4. Research focus: Processes observed, analysed and assessed 
The theoretical-conceptual work within EU-CONSENT concentrated on an analysis 
of the nature and evolution of the EU’s political order through the lens of different 
theories and theoretical approaches. Within this focus, the relevance and relative 
merits of each of the approaches to studying EU widening and deepening were 
assessed. They were analysed and tested in relation to their assumptions on the 
interrelationship between and interdependence of EU deepening and widening. 
Political science theories as well as sociological, legal and economic theories were 
taken into account. 

The main focus of EU-CONSENT’s historical analysis concentrated on a long-term 
historical perspective, in which different cycles in the development of the EU’s 
system from its origins after World War II up to the present day were identified and 
analysed. 

EU-CONSENTs research on constitutionalization as well as its legal analysis of the 
topic took account of European constitutional principles, identity and cultural 
diversity, enlargements, the EU as an international actor, the institutional structure of 
the EU and the relationship between the multilevel constitutional orders (national, 
European, international). The then ongoing treaty reform and conditionality issues for 
European integration were also analysed. 

Related to the EU’s institutional development, EU-CONSENT analysed the 
functioning of EU institutions and the role of social as well as institutional actors in 
the decision-making process in order to assess the impact of EU enlargement. In the 
second half of the network’s lifetime, the analysis was extended to include the 
perspective of treaty reform. The main research questions of the analysis of change in 
the EU’s institutional architecture after enlargement were: 

• What is it that actually changed?: the mindset and actions of individual 
actors, an organization, its role in the overall decision-making process or the 
whole EU political system;  
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• What degree of formalization does institutional change take?: informal 
patterns of behaviour and practice or treaty changes;  

• What is the intensity of the change?: minor changes or transformative 
change; in preparation for or as a consequence of enlargement. 

The evolution of and changes to the EU’s institutional system and decision-making 
processes were also analysed, with a particular focus on the European institutions’ 
competences as well as the division of competences between member states and the 
EU.  

EU-CONSENT research on democracy and legitimacy added to this focus on the 
EU’s institutional evolution and followed a multifaceted line of analysis. Within this 
area, EU-CONSENT strongly concentrated on political parties and interest group 
politics. The main focus was an analysis of interest groups’ and political parties’ 
activities and the degree and process of their Europeanization on the basis of 
empirical data, interviews and opinion polls since independence of the formally 
communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe that were to become new EU 
member states in 2004 and 2007.  

EU-CONSENT also studied a broad range of policy developments. Because economic 
and social policies have been subject to change in recent years, these developments 
included the evolution of discrete policy areas, such as the EU budget or monetary 
union, how the internal market has been affected by legal, political, and economic 
developments and the emergence of cross-cutting strategies in areas such as supply-
side coordination, social policy and energy. The open method of coordination 
(OMC), the development of the ‘flexicurity’ policy framework as well as the Lisbon 
Strategy and its contribution to EU deepening were also examined. 

Concerning the area of internal security, EU-CONSENT focused on the EU’s 
cooperation in justice and home affairs (JHA), which was characterized by a strong 
dynamic of inclusion and exclusion (e.g. applying the visa regime as a main incentive 
for cooperation in the Western Balkans). Moreover, EU-CONSENT concentrated on 
differentiated integration in JHA, manifested most clearly in the Treaty of Prüm. 

In the EU’s foreign policy and external relations, EU-CONSENT analysed the nexus 
between EU widening and deepening, specifically studying the interplay between 
enlargements and the development of the Common Foreign and Security Policy 
(CFSP). The limits of enlargement were also probed. In this area, EU-CONSENT 
dealt with the intensification of the external relations of the EU, the EU’s relations 
with accession and third countries (Russia, Turkey and Eastern Europe), the role of 
the EU in post-conflict reconstruction, regional cooperation, international relations in 
Western Europe, the interplay between the Brussels institutions and EU member 
states, the Europeanization of national foreign policies and the development of the 
EU defence policy. It also analysed the extension and change of meaning of the EU’s 
borders, directly through enlargement and indirectly through other instruments and 
policies, such as the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP); the process of 
regionalization and regionalisms in the Mediterranean area; new EU policies and 
instruments; strategic action and development of the means of European foreign 
policy; and new geopolitical areas of influence.  

Taking up the multilevel character of the EU, EU-CONSENT additionally focused on 
the relation between established and new member states. It also took into account the 
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dynamics of the transformation, transition and Europeanization of society and the 
transformation of new member states compared to the transformation of current EU 
candidate countries or potential candidates. 

In this area, EU-CONSENT also analysed institutional reforms in candidate and 
potential candidate countries, the impact of the eastern enlargement on existing EU 
structures (deepening) and the impact on the continuation of enlargement (widening), 
the accession process in South and Eastern Europe (further widening) and 
conditionality issues for EU accession. 

5. EU-CONSENT’s theoretical contribution to the analysis of EU deepening and 
widening 
EU-CONSENT concentrated on exploring current theoretical debates and on 
considering the explanatory power and relevance of the dominant theoretical 
approaches to the explanation of EU deepening and widening. In addition, where 
possible, the expectations and assumptions of different theoretical approaches were 
compared to the empirical findings of the analysis. As a result of this work, the 
following observations can be made in relation to theorising EU deepening and 
widening as EU-CONSENT’s general contribution to European integration theory. 

5.1 With regard to the nature of the EU’s political order  

The assumption of liberal intergovernmentalism that the EU has reached a form of 
equilibrium which can be maintained in the face of further widening without the need 
for further deepening has been borne out by many aspects of EU-CONSENT’s work. 
Other EU-CONSENT findings, however, suggest that the picture is rather more 
complicated. On the one hand, the 2004/07 enlargement has clearly not led to a 
paralysis of decision-making, despite the lack of formal EU deepening. On the other 
hand, it appears that more informal change is constantly taking place in order to allow 
the decision-making process to continue. Not only could this informal change be seen 
to constitute deepening in itself, but in time it may also be integrated more formally 
into the legal order of the EU, either through treaty change or by other means such as 
inter-institutional agreements. 
The assumptions of institutionalists that EU deepening and widening can only 
continue on the basis of organic, open-ended development, rather than through grand 
designs and ‘institutional engineering’, are largely backed up by the research 
undertaken by EU-CONSENT. Taking as examples the ratification failures of the 
Constitutional Treaty, and initially also of the Lisbon Treaty, it could be argued that 
these events have not led to unprecedented crises or major ruptures in the dynamics of 
the integration process. Instead flexible, pragmatic and piecemeal solutions have been 
found to allow the EU to continue to function. Developments in the EU over the 
course of EU-CONSENT’s lifetime have also supported the emphasis placed by 
institutionalists on change in the form of day-to-day practice, learning, negotiation 
and problem solving – rather than simply on formal developments such as treaty 
change. 

5.2 With regard to differentiated integration  
The Lisbon Treaty epitomises the pragmatism and ‘constructive ambiguity’ at the 
heart of the Monnet method. It continues the past practice of allowing significant 
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forms of flexibility in terms of opt-outs for unwilling states in order to facilitate EU 
deepening in areas such as JHA and the adoption of the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights, while stopping short of institutionalising or formalising any new forms of 
differentiation. Flexibility is also evident in the strategy adopted of removing 
controversial symbols and rewording objectives in order to make the Lisbon Treaty 
sufficiently different from the Constitutional treaty while maintaining the necessary 
reforms to ensure efficient decision-making. These developments follow past 
patterns. 

5.3 With regard to politicization and democratic legitimacy  

In terms of both its substance and the process by which it was approved, the Lisbon 
Treaty provides a living illustration of these points. Above all, it demonstrates that the 
flip side to the continuation of the EU’s evolution on a flexible, pragmatic, case-by-
case basis is that it does not provide clarity and transparency for citizens whose daily 
lives are increasingly affected by EU governance in all its forms. This has been borne 
out by the developments in the EU integration process that were analysed by EU-
CONSENT between 2005 and 2009. The response of decision makers to the growing 
salience of the EU in domestic debates has been an attempt to depoliticise the 
decision-making process.23 This could be seen as a reversion from the grand rhetoric 
of development via constitution-making to the business-as-usual variety of piecemeal 
institutional development. However, it has done nothing to address the problems of 
public support for the EU. In fact, it has become part of a vicious circle: as EU 
matters become more politicized in the public debate, politicians have reacted with a 
strategy of de-politicization, which could compound even further the public 
perception of the EU as a remote and undemocratic system. The essential ‘fuzziness’, 
or ‘anarchic differentiation’ (see below), which is still proving to be a vital 
characteristic of the EU’s survival, stands in opposition to legitimate demands for 
clarity from citizens over boundaries and competencies that are fundamental not only 
to an understanding of how a system works, but also to the development of a sense of 
belonging. 

As a conceptual contribution to historical analysis, EU-CONSENT historians 
propose a model of four driving forces of European integration: preserving peace, 
solving the German question, creating larger markets and self-assertion in world 
politics.24 These may be seen as a basis for explaining both the timing of specific 
integration initiatives and the decision to adopt specific types of integration. 
Furthermore, it is suggested that the identification of six cycles in the development of 
the EU system (see below) can serve as a foundation for a periodization of the EU’s 
history and for an assessment of the current state of the integration process. 

The theoretical contribution of EU-CONSENT’s legal analysis focused on EU 
constitutionalization, the role of a doctrine of principles in promoting a common 
understanding of the EU among its citizens and the formation of a European 
background consensus on the operation of the EU institutions. It is true that a legal 
doctrine of principles developed by legal science cannot directly trigger the creation 
of an identity for broad sections of the population, but it can be understood as part of 
                                                
23 E.g. reverting to closed negotiations in order to reach agreement on the signature of the Lisbon Treaty rather 
than the public debate that had characterized the Constitutional Treaty; finding pragmatic solutions between 
institutions to implement reforms that were contained in the Constitutional Treaty. 
24 This model was developed by Loth 2008: 9–26. 
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a public discourse through which the European citizenry establishes the foundations 
of its polity. In this discourse on the politics of integration, principles can assume an 
ideological function. A depiction of the EU in the light of certain principles certainly 
has such potential. The Treaty of Lisbon is problematic in this respect as it presents 
the founding principles of the EU as ‘values’ and thus as an expression of the ethical 
convictions of EU citizens. A legal doctrine of principles should be based on a better 
foundation than sociological assumptions regarding the normative dispositions of the 
EU’s citizens. Moreover, it should indicate the difference between law and ethics in 
the light of the freedom principle. 

EU-CONSENT developed different theoretical contributions to the analysis of 
democratic principles and legitimacy, as well as of EU deepening and widening. 
Concerning human rights, it developed the insight that ‘norms matter’ as they are 
constitutive of the empowerment of the people and affect EU deepening. In the 
analysis of enlargement, the concept of ‘the power of membership’ based on a new 
kind of two-level game was further developed. 

The theoretical work on citizens and EU legitimacy centred on the need to clearly 
distinguish between public attitudes to political authority and evaluations of regimes 
according to a set of normative criteria. The theoretical elements of this work 
surveyed the debate about the appropriate criteria against which the legitimacy of the 
EU should be assessed. The view that the EU should be held to the same liberal-
democratic standards as political authority in nation states (democracy, identity, 
performance) was contrasted with alternative approaches insisting that political 
authority beyond the nation state can and should be justified primarily in terms of 
effective performance.  

The work of EU-CONSENT on economic and social policies revealed that an 
important driver of change is, quite simply, the search for policy effectiveness. 
Institutional spill-over is to some degree present, but in other areas some narrowing 
and shallowing may be occurring. Some recent developments in the economic and 
social areas do not fit neatly into the political science way of thinking about 
integration theory. However, integration is clearly happening in diverse ways that 
probably stand outside the approach that political science would envisage. Among the 
important shaping factors are market pressures, responses to external influences, most 
notably globalization, and latterly the international financial and economic crisis. 

Work on external relations and foreign policy embraced reflection on European 
defence policy in order to contribute to the ongoing debate on the pertinence and 
content of the notion of an emerging European Strategic Culture, while research on 
the ENP emphasized the post-modern character of an EU that attempts to reinvent 
external EU borders through the ENP. EU-CONSENT’s foreign policy analysis has 
defined the EU as a structure in which deepening is preceded by informal and 
strategically oriented action followed by construction of a policy framework. On 
regionalization, the theoretical contribution of EU-CONSENT refers to the EU as a 
model for regional governance, integration, cooperation and regional community as 
well as polity building, and to the theoretical and empirical influence of this model on 
other regionalising areas. 

Something which also derived from EU-CONSENT’s analysis and application of 
integration theories was a demand for further theoretical reflection and suggestions 
for advancing the theoretical-conceptual framework on EU deepening and widening. 
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With regard to theoretical approaches, the importance of ‘casting the theoretical net 
widely’ was stressed given that, for instance, differentiated integration could lead to 
further EU deepening. The definition of further indicators to explain the correlation 
between deepening and widening was suggested and it was recommended that 
approaches, such as the anthropological approach, pay more attention to the 
perspectives of people and their everyday lives. Further elaboration of the concept of 
‘anarchic differentiation’ was seen as a contribution to progress in this context as was 
the unbundling of deepening and widening, as widening seemed to explain, for 
example, economic and social policy change in recent years, while broadening was 
thought to better explain the extension of the scope of policies and to be better suited 
to explaining change in some areas. 

EU-CONSENT suggests different ways to advance the demand for further reflection 
in the area of theoretical approaches to EU deepening and widening. First, the 
concept of ‘anarchic differentiation’ clearly needs to be more carefully defined, in 
particular in relation to the role of institutions and to related concepts such as path-
dependence, which would appear to be at odds with the term ‘anarchy’. That said, the 
latter concept usefully evokes the informal and unruly nature of differentiated 
integration that exemplifies one of the core contradictions at the heart of the EU – that 
flexibility and ambiguity are both unavoidable and yet potentially destructive 
characteristics of the integration process.  

EU-CONSENT historians propose that European integration history – in the context 
of European history in the 20th century – should be considered more closely. At the 
same time, political scientists should concentrate their discussion on new strategies of 
legitimization. 

EU-CONSENT researchers working on economic and social policies in general 
suggest that it may be useful to devote more attention to the issues of ‘what works’, 
‘what are the impediments to reform’ and ‘how path dependences impinge on policy 
shifts’.  

6. The most important results on EU deepening and widening and their 
interrelation 

EU-CONSENT members came to the conclusion that the processes of EU deepening 
and widening were interlinked and in continuous development with no consistent 
strength, intensity, or direction. Although smaller or bigger ‘bangs’ could be 
witnessed, development was regarded as taking place in a path-dependent and 
incremental manner, leading to step-by-step progress. Both processes were perceived 
as affecting all fields, but not with the same intensity. In addition, if the perspective 
were broadened beyond the EU institutions, it would be important to recognise that 
different countries have been affected and reacted to widening and deepening in 
different ways. While this point may appear self-evident, it nonetheless demonstrates 
further the point that integration is not a linear process, functionally, temporally or 
geographically. Thus, even within one dimension of change the analysis of the impact 
of widening on deepening is viewed as complex. However, a certain degree of 
correlation was confirmed as changes resulting from deepening processes had to 
some extent influenced the widening process, and vice versa, as, inter alia, in the case 
of the evolution of European foreign policy or concerning social movements.  
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Some EU-CONSENT results support the assessment that nearly all policy areas have 
been affected by EU deepening and widening. In nearly all fields the inevitable 
enlargement is, inter alia, viewed as strengthening disparities, which must be 
controlled and dealt with by an effort to strengthen institutions and enhance solidarity 
between actors. The problem is how to accept and take advantage of this reality. 
According to EU-CONSENT’s research, the areas most affected by the process of 
deepening are monetary policy, competition policy and external development policy. 
Concerning the process of widening, areas most affected are thought, due to the 
diversities between the newcomers and the existing EU member states, to be the 
CFSP, environmental policy and labour market policies. 

In the light of the overall interrelationship between EU deepening and widening after 
enlargement, some EU-CONSENT members, based on their findings, identified new 
issues as coming to the fore: the ‘essence’ and definition of Europe; and the future 
borders of the EU within Europe, including the question of whether future 
enlargements will take the form of full membership or new forms of ‘strategic 
partnership’ might have to be elaborated.  

EU-CONSENT members identified areas in which deepening, according to their 
findings, was slightly more influential than widening, that is, the former affecting the 
latter, although deepening was also perceived by some to have been unsuccessfully 
communicated to EU citizens, with the gap between political elites and citizens 
leading to the initial failure in the process of the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty.  

Among the areas in which deepening seemed to be more influential were human 
rights, some aspects of the common market and the case of the Committee of Regions 
(CoR), in which the move towards EU deepening was apparently not necessarily 
linked to enlargement. The CoR seemed to be hampered by the ‘constitutional’ 
limitations of its powers, rather than by resistance to change of its internal structures 
(i.e. deepening) alone. 

Other results identified areas in which EU widening impacted on deepening, such as 
the development of the European Commission, for which widening was viewed as 
significantly more fundamental to an understanding of the ‘enlarged Commission’ 
than deepening. This perspective was confirmed with regard to the role of the EU in 
post-conflict reconstruction in Kosovo, and in the future of the Balkans, the 
Mediterranean states and Turkey, or incremental enlargements exerting a recurrent 
influence on the development of policies on e.g. cohesion. Experiences of widening 
(i.e. with the accession process and negotiations), however, are also viewed as 
affecting further widening, for instance, by making EU conditionality stricter (a 
‘moving target’).  

Some EU-CONSENT results on EU widening, particularly on the fifth enlargement 
round, revealed that enlargement in general terms can also be assessed as having had 
an obvious impact on both pre-existing and new member states, and to have generated 
new pressures for the reform of institutional structures and a need for more efficient 
implementation of EU policies. From this perspective, EU widening is believed by 
some EU-CONSENT members to have put adaptational pressures25 on the EU’s 
institutions and bodies. The consequences of this process, leading to transformation, 
adaptation or mere assimilation, are perceived to mirror the degree of the enlargement 

                                                
25 Not equivalent to a transformation drive. 
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wave’s pressures on the EU system, that is, increased difficulty in decision-taking in a 
situation of increasingly diversified interests could hamper further deepening. Thus, 
EU widening is thought to have had an impact on change insofar as the need to 
transform the EU (its polity, politics and policies) derives from it. From this 
perspective, EU widening requires treaty change because of the changing institutional 
architecture (polity), which is used for a more substantial change of policies. In this 
way, widening impacts on further deepening. 

6.1 The relevance of EU deepening and widening for describing European 
integration and explaining EU-CONSENT’s research results 

The main parts of the work of EU-CONSENT built on the assumption that change in 
the EU does not take place in a uniform manner across all levels and dimensions of 
integration. Nor was change assumed to be a steady process marching progressively 
forwards without periods of stagnation or fits and starts. In order to analyse EU 
widening and deepening, therefore, EU-CONSENT emphasized the importance of 
differentiating between change in different dimensions of integration. 

As expected at the outset, different dimensions of integration as well as different 
levels of governance have been affected in different ways by widening and 
deepening, and these dimensions have in some ways interacted with each other. The 
attitudinal, political, economic and structural dimensions of integration have not 
evolved at the same pace, and developments in one area may even have provoked an 
opposite reaction in another.26  

As background to these general reflections, EU-CONSENT members most often 
mentioned constitutionalization, institutional dynamics, democratic legitimacy, the 
socio-economic foundations of European integration and external relations as areas in 
which both deepening and widening are of explanative value.  
With regard to the constitutionalization of the EC/EU, EU-CONSENT members 
found it difficult to neatly distinguish between the two processes of EU deepening 
and widening, or between their impacts, given that they are perceived to be strongly 
interconnected. In general, the result of their interrelation is assumed to be continued 
deepening and broadening in many fields of integration, such as energy policy, JHA 
and strengthening of the executive parts of the political systems of the member states. 
Thus, the interrelation of both processes was also believed to be accompanied by a 
continuous, step-by-step process of constitutionalization urged on by the need to 
change the treaties and the rules of governance to accommodate further widening and 
deepening. This process, however, is also viewed as very much influenced by 
external developments.  

Furthermore, differentiated integration was put forward as an appropriate description 
for the interrelation and impact of EU deepening and widening, as was evident, for 
instance, in the opt-outs from the Maastricht Treaty negotiated by the United 
Kingdom and Denmark, which were accompanied by a willingness by other member 
states to continue deepening. This trend was found to have continued with the 
Amsterdam Treaty (enhanced cooperation) and with the Nice Treaty, which enabled 
further enhanced cooperation for those willing to continue with the integration of the 

                                                
26 For example, a form of trade-off that has occurred between deepening in terms of institutional change, and 

deepening in terms of democratic support and social legitimacy. 
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second and third pillars. This trend was not blocked even within the Constitutional 
Treaty and the Lisbon Treaty. The potential impact of differentiated integration, 
however, also raises questions related, inter alia, to the danger of diluting or eroding 
European integration. 

With regard to the EU’s institutional development and dynamics, both deepening and 
widening are assessed as having been present throughout the entire history of the EU, 
although it is not at all clear whether there is a strong or consistent relationship 
between the two processes. Furthermore, their interrelation was found to explain the 
development of the role of the Council in policymaking as well as its procedures and 
working methods; the changes in legislative processes and their outcome; increasing 
levels of bureaucratization; the increasing role of the European Parliament in both 
legislative acts and comitology decisions; and the level of efficiency in addressing 
new challenges. Some EU-CONSENT members even stressed that deepening 
impacted on governance at any level, but widening never significantly changed the 
methods of governance. From this perspective, EU widening and deepening are  both 
believed to explain why different countries have been affected differently by and have 
reacted differently to EU accession and why, for instance, the discourse around 
enlargement in the public debate took a different form and had different impacts on 
the outcome of the vote in different EU member states.  

Moreover, EU widening is believed by some EU-CONSENT members to most 
strongly affect the content of EU policies as well as EU institutional dynamics, 
instigating further deepening. EU widening, however, is viewed as having the 
potential to strengthen disparities among member states. Furthermore, researchers 
stress that the dynamics seem to be coincidental, that is, both processes are felt 
simultaneously at several different levels of governance. 

Furthermore, it is perceived that the process of EU widening has ensured an increased 
awareness of the need for change and, in part, that the change was needed across the 
EU because the accession of new member states emphasized the need for thorough 
institutional reform and the adoption of more efficient governance mechanisms. At 
the same time, widening is also seen as an explanative element for change in the 
institutional settings of new member states after accession, such as the adaptation of 
domestic structures with a view to subnational levels of governance being involved in 
the management of EU policies and instruments. At the national level, widening was 
seen as a major instigator of adaptation to ‘socialising’ for the sake of effective 
participation in EU decision-making. At subnational levels it led to the adaptation of 
domestic structures of governance, especially with regard to those units involved in 
the management of EU policies. EU-CONSENT has shown that EU widening seems 
to be a causal factor in this institutional change and in the adaptation of decision-
making procedures, but that the extent to which it encourages EU deepening is 
sometimes unclear.  

Deepening was perceived as having explanatory value for some informal reforms at 
the level of day-to-day practice to enable the enlarged EU to continue to function, that 
is, for informal deepening. Moreover, EU-CONSENT research on social movements 
concluded that EU deepening in some cases seemed to have had a more significant 
impact at all levels of governance than EU widening. However, the drive for 
deepening seems largely to remain the remit of high politics, leading to a general 
tendency for the parliamentary ratification of the Lisbon Treaty and, on the other 
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hand, insufficient information for the public and, as a consequence, low levels of 
interest and involvement by the general public in the deliberations on the future 
direction, changes to and adjustments of the EU system. 

Thus, results of EU-CONSENT research allow for the conclusion that both processes 
affect the EU’s institutions and, therefore, have a major impact at all levels of EU 
governance. From this perspective, both processes are also supposed to improve the 
quality and efficiency of governance. However, they are not viewed as smooth 
processes given, for instance, that the EU’s accession conditionality is believed to be 
too detailed, while at the same time too vague, and too complex in terms of its 
conditions and does not include clearly specified priorities for a smooth accession 
process. 

Both concepts were central to the work on democracy, legitimacy and identities, 
given that public support for the EU was seen as strongly influenced by both 
processes. At the same time, public support was also perceived as having the potential 
to significantly affect political decisions about EU deepening and widening, as 
referendums on treaty reforms, for instance, have made clear. In the analyses of 
interest groups, EU deepening and EU widening are viewed as two aspects of the 
more general process of Europeanization, that is, in this case Europeanization was 
applied in a broad sense and analytically touched on the two parallel processes of EU 
deepening and widening. Related to representative and participatory democracy, EU-
CONSENT results support the conclusion that EU widening affects the following 
areas most strongly, resulting in a further deepening in the internal institutional 
structures of the EU: modes of collective decision-making within EU institutions, 
remodelling and socialization of domestic structures in member states for the sake of 
efficient participation in EU structures and policies, and changes in public opinion 
towards the EU.27 

EU deepening and widening were both perceived to have had far-reaching 
implications for the EU’s legitimacy in the above-mentioned sense. The combination 
and interplay of both were found to have supported the development of a complex 
governance system that has given rise to pressing questions about how to reconcile 
European integration with contemporary notions of rightful political authority.  

As to EU deepening, some institutional developments, such as the Constitutional 
treaty, were believed to not correspond with the wishes and needs of European 
citizens, again diminishing public support for the current reform process. Deepening 
was also viewed as having affected societal trends and democratic legitimacy.  

Furthermore, EU-CONSENT results on social movements stress that stronger 
integration of social actors into the EU decision-making process does not 
systematically result in an increase in EU legitimacy. This deepening process does 
not always induce a spill-over scenario. Given that a process of actor selection by 
European platforms of NGOs was observed, social actors from new member states 
acting at the European level are not necessarily representative of the national context. 
The more an organization is institutionalized at the national level, the more chance it 

                                                
27 In the light of interest in the concrete, identifiable benefits of membership for the country and for individuals, as 

in the Polish case (generally positive impact). On the other hand, the Irish case depicts the situation of not 
necessarily well identified concerns, fears and myths about the ‘content’ and substance of the integration 
process. 
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has of being considered at the EU level. In this sense, Europeanization of social actors 
cannot be assessed as a synonym of deepened democratization.  

Democratic legitimacy was assessed as having been affected by EU widening because 
widening, inter alia, reinforces the role of societal actors at the national and European 
levels, increasing their legitimacy vis-à-vis national authorities through interaction 
and coalition-building with social actors from old member states as well as their 
involvement in European platforms. At the same time, at the EU level, widening 
challenged democratic legitimacy by the perceived need to preserve efficacy, for 
example, by replacing the rule on one country/one Commissioner or by influencing 
the role of the presidency of the EU. Widening was also seen to have had a negative 
impact on the willingness of some European citizens to regard the European 
Parliament as a promoter of democratic legitimacy.  

Concerning the socio-economic foundations of European integration, within 
economic and social policies, the evolution and transformation of the EU’s political 
system proved to have had a profound impact on policy-making. Its evolution and 
transformation are shown to have set out an important political framework for the 
development of the European Single Market and the free movement of goods, 
services and labour within the EU. In EU widening, deepening and broadening, the 
EU’s political economy, defined by treaties and institutions at the meta level, is an 
important factor observed in the analysis. 

In this context, EU-CONSENT members stressed that some of the EC/EU’s socio-
economic foundations28 that have gone through reforms aimed at improving policy 
effectiveness may benefit from an orthogonal analysis. For instance, an apparently 
federal model has emerged from several reforms of competition policy in recent 
years, with member states taking back some power but a more integrated approach to 
the policy area. EU-CONSENT researchers questioned whether this federalization is 
a deepening or a broadening.  

Moreover, some EU-CONSENT members stated that cohesion policy, in the period 
1985–1992, was affected by EU deepening, broadening and widening. Since then, 
however, it has been assessed as being affected most by other developments. 

Some EU-CONSENT members consider it hard to precisely measure the level of 
impact of EU deepening, and its key principles (transfer of legislative powers, 
enforcement powers, voting power and representation, etc.), on all levels of 
governance. However, among the main findings was the insight that the approach to 
economic governance has been through changes that look like EU deepening, such as 
the institutionalization of the euro group and its inclusion in the Lisbon Treaty, but 
which can also be characterized as a shift in the overall philosophy of economic 
governance.  

However, this impact was assessed as still rather modest, with treaty revisions not yet 
resolving the issue. The development of new modes of governance as an innovative 
method to avoid centralization and uniformity and to provide flexibility is assessed as 
a valuable topic of analysis in this context. At the level of economic governance, 
research found some institutionalized elements had a significant impact (the ECB, 
common financial framework) and some more limited impact (such as OMC as a 
model for a coordinated approach to economic governance and common policy). Yet, 
                                                
28 Not always those economic policy areas studied by EU-CONSENT. 
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apart from their acknowledged relevance, the whole process of institutional and 
procedural adaptation is viewed as still a work in progress. Furthermore, EU-
CONSENT results revealed that in some areas, such as achieving the goals of the 
Lisbon Strategy, EU deepening did not produce the anticipated results.  

Increased trade flows between new and old EU member states through deepening 
processes have been identified in the light of the influence of the internal market. 
These deepening processes are also assessed as having positively affected 
convergences in the area of services, while EU widening is believed to have brought 
about a reorganization of certain industries in new member states, spurring 
convergence on services. The still significant potential to both deepen and widen the 
scope of the internal market emerged from the work of EU-CONSENT, but also the 
unsurprising and somewhat unsatisfactory answer that this would require increased 
political, and at times social, will. At the same time, if one takes a careful look at the 
internal market as a whole,29 what has been accomplished since 1993 is remarkable in 
terms of broadening and widening.  

Although the EU-CONSENT findings on social policy have shown that it has been 
mostly affected by other developments, it goes without saying that the 2004/07 
eastern enlargement profoundly influenced the debate about Social Europe. In 
regional policy, the concept of EU widening was central as EU enlargements always 
cause an increase in regional disparities within the EU – both between member states 
and regions and within the countries. 

EU widening is also manifestly a core factor behind many changes in policy areas. 
Within the fields of economic policy and social policy such changes can be 
witnessed, for example, in the following areas: 

• In an enlarged EU there are more heterogeneous spending preferences 
regarding what categories of public spending should be supported by the EU 
budget.  

• The advent of more participants in stage 3 of monetary union has altered 
decision-making by obliging the European Central Bank to rethink the voting 
arrangements on the Governing Council and led to new coalitions on different 
approaches. 

• Cohesion policy has seen continuity in the model applied alongside 
pronounced shifts in its incidence through its increased application to member 
states that acceded in 2004 and 2007.  

• In social policy areas, the distinctive approaches brought by newer member 
states have contributed to the definition of flexicurity as a paradigm for social 
protection systems. 

In view of the interrelation between EU deepening and widening, some EU-
CONSENT members selected several key sectors for further elaboration of the socio-
economic foundation of European integration. Thus, in the very large domain of 
services, several researchers addressed both the deepening of services and market 
integration and broadening.  

                                                
29 Which EU-CONSENT WP VI researchers did in their published research outcome. 
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With regard to the interrelation of both processes in the realm of the EU’s external 
relations, one of the crucial issues in the field of a European defence policy and 
security culture is the extent to which EU widening away from the traditional 
Western European core has led to more clashes between different strategic problems 
and traditions, thereby compromising a deepening in the field of security and defence, 
or whether the most basic divides in this field were already present in the ‘older EU’ 
and new members simply fitted into existing categories (neutral, ‘sovereigntist’, 
Atlanticist or EU-firsters).  
In principle, the dynamic interrelation of EU widening and deepening was viewed as 
strengthening the EU’s potential to face the general challenges posed by globalization 
processes. Moreover, attempts to deepen foreign policies came, not always 
productively, to dominate the constitutional agenda and the Lisbon Treaty in the 
sense that other aspects of EU functioning under enlargement were neglected. 
Furthermore, single deepening decisions in one area inspired steps to further deepen 
in others, such as in the case of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP), 
which is believed to have initiated a push for further deepening of the CFSP in 
general. 

Some empirical findings put a special focus on the EU’s security agenda, on the EU’s 
attempts to speak with a single voice on foreign and security policy and on the need 
to develop stronger external representation. Concerning the ESDP, developments in 
the field of security and defence, namely institutional ones such as the debates on the 
creation of an EU Headquarters and European Defence Agencies, the headline goals 
and battle-groups as well as the growing number of EU external missions, can be seen 
as signs of EU deepening despite all the difficulties created by EU widening in terms 
of achieving agreement on complex crises among a growing number of member 
states.  

Within external relations, widening was found to have influenced the development of 
the ENP as well as the EU’s willingness to take a bigger share of the global 
responsibility in conflict management and post-conflict reconstruction. Furthermore, 
EU-CONSENT research has shown that widening has had a significant impact on 
both the supranational/EU level of governance and the intergovernmental level of 
foreign policy coordination, and to have had a greater impact on the ENP than 
deepening. Some findings on the role of the EU in the world seem to support the 
conclusion that the EU partially loses its appeal when it seems unable to influence 
and organise the process of globalization.  

On bilateral and regional policy instruments, widening was perceived to have 
triggered a formal widening (spill-over) of EU regional normative structures, such as 
regional policy practice, towards the Mediterranean region. It is also viewed as 
having affected the supranational governance level and intergovernmental 
cooperation within foreign policy coordination. Some analyses of external relations 
perceive widening to be more appropriate to their framework of study, while other 
research assessed both concepts to be relevant, central and useful points of departure, 
even though widening could also be interpreted in an extended sense because the 
effects of integration are also felt by the neighbours of the EU, in particular in the 
Western Balkans. 
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6.2 Recurring patterns of EU deepening and widening 
Some EU-CONSENT researchers argued that the timescale of the processes analysed 
did not allow for the observation of recurrent or cyclical features, but others identified 
five such recurring patterns and raised certain conceptual problems linked to this 
question.  

Continuity of both processes was a central pattern identified by many EU-CONSENT 
members. This trend mirrored the fact that, despite some inevitable gaps in the 
integration process, the EU has followed a course that, although not always straight, 
is heading towards a given end entailing a gradual and simultaneous widening and 
deepening. Thus, EU deepening and widening were assessed as continuous and 
ongoing, path-dependent and incremental processes in an emerging, complex and 
open supranational political system in constant evolutionary flux. Nonetheless, as is 
mentioned above, no constant strength, intensity or direction was identified even 
though both processes were also perceived to be accompanied by a continual process 
of constitutionalization. As a consequence, both deepening and widening led to a 
continuous readjustment at the internal EU level, leading to homeostasis at best under 
the impact of enlargement and to damage limitation at worst. The external relations of 
the EU and the ESDP were mentioned as policy areas exemplifying this continuity 
trend, that is, a rather linear, continuous and logical process of development. The 
development of interest groups is also perceived as influenced by continuous patterns 
of EU deepening and widening.  

Cyclical patterns between the two processes represent a second trend. Such patterns 
have been identified by EU-CONSENT historians, observing that sometimes 
widening was a precondition for deepening (but not vice-versa), for example, the 
overcoming of the French veto against British membership in 1969 and the 
perspective of eastern enlargement as a driving force for institutional reforms after 
2000. In addition, the agreement on the acquis communautaire in the first 
enlargement negotiations prevented any disintegration as a consequence of widening. 

Cyclical patterns have also been identified in the field of foreign policy in relation to 
internal and external policy developments, in which informal followed by formal 
integration steps were witnessed in the development of strategic capabilities and the 
means of foreign policy. Research on the ESDP also revealed cycles of deepening 
coinciding with enlargement (widening). The cycles of deepening responded either to 
perceived external threats that were not properly handled by existing institutions, or 
the perceived need to ensure that widening would not endanger the efficacy of the 
EU. Cycles of regionalization were also found. These, however, were thought to be 
not time-related, but instead influenced and pushed by security-related events and 
thus linked to reactions to internal and external events. With regard to economic and 
social policies, incremental enlargement was assessed as a recurrent influence on the 
development of policies such as cohesion, but not confined to EU expansions. As 
more members accede to the euro area, for example, there is a trend towards both 
widening (more members) and deepening (the need to manage the economic policy 
system more coherently, resulting in the deepening of governance mechanisms). In 
this regard, the progressive consolidation of the modalities of economic governance 
can be presented as a form of deepening that is occurring for pragmatic reasons, and 
not really because of sea changes in institutional logic.  
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Reaction to EU internal developments provides the third pattern of EU deepening and 
widening. In this context, both processes were assessed as continuing as a result of 
certain existing dynamics in the political system rather than as a response to a clear 
and well-designed intention to deepen or widen the system. ESDP provides an 
example in this area. 

As a fourth pattern, both deepening and widening were assessed as developing as a 
reaction to external crises. From this perspective, the collapse of the bipolar world in 
1989 had a strong influence on the EU and the 2004/07 enlargement represented a 
profound turning point in European integration. The same held true for the response 
to the 2008 financial and economic crisis and the energy crises, revealing a further 
interesting trend of ‘needs must’ as political leaders cobble together collective 
solutions because political pressure to act is so overwhelming. One can speculate that 
the deepening and broadening of scope that have gone on in these circumstances will 
nonetheless be enduring. The euro group, for example, may acquire a weightier role 
and not revert to being a club confined to finance ministers. Crisis is also driving the 
search for new ways of dealing with financial instability. At the same time, 
recognition of overarching challenges such as climate change are manifestly 
prompting an extension of integration that appears to start with broadening, but may 
lead to deepening. From this ‘reactions to external crises’ perspective, global climate 
change has also influenced EU deepening and widening in terms of an expanding EU 
acquis prolonging the adaptation and preparation phase for candidate countries. 
Moreover, the development of the ESDP was viewed as having been influenced by 
responses to perceived external threats that were not properly handled by existing 
institutions and/or by the perceived need to ensure that widening would not endanger 
the efficacy of the EU. 
In contrast to these results, which identified certain patterns, some EU-CONSENT 
members found no recurring patterns or teleology, but instead a variegated impact in 
different fields of political activism. With regard to deepening,30 the internal market,31 
for instance, was assessed as having depended on the issue or the moment in time 
rather than on certain logics or patterns. No recurring patterns were identified in JHA 
or in the areas of human rights and post-conflict reconstruction.  

In response to the question of recurring patterns of EU deepening and widening, some 
conceptual problems were also raised and the need for further reflection was 
underlined. It was thought unclear whether the concept of ‘recurrent patterns’ could 
easily be applied to the EU, the institutional life of which is in constant evolutionary 
flux. Moreover, both processes were perceived to be in need of a more evolutional 
approach, although again other EU-CONSENT members stated that their interrelation 
seemed to have stopped working in the current situation given that both deepening 
and widening appeared to be in a deadlock created by the problems surrounding the 
ratification of the Lisbon Treaty, on the one hand, and those of proceeding with 
enlargement and poor popular support for it, on the other. At the same time, certain 
institutional limits to ‘big bang’ enlargements have been identified and the EU is 
viewed as having exhausted the institutional mechanisms and capacity to function 
smoothly in such cases.  

                                                
30 And their definition of ‘broadening of the scope’; see II.1.1. 
31 Without having yet studied that in these terms explicitly. 
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Furthermore, after the 2004/07 enlargement a new situation was thought to have 
emerged because the synergy between EU deepening and widening had ceased to 
work and the EU-27 positive feedback loops seemed to have reached their limits. The 
EU was viewed previously as having continually reformed itself under the pressure of 
widening. Thus, widening had promoted deepening. Given that the relationship 
between deepening and widening was assessed as having turned into its opposite – 
‘dis-synergy’ or negative feedbacks instead of synergy – a certain redefinition of both 
processes was called for. In this context, a redefinition of widening is thought to be 
easier than one of deepening. The main point of a redefinition of deepening is that, 
unlike the Amsterdam and Nice Treaties, the Lisbon Treaty was assessed as having 
been conceived to facilitate the workings of the EU-27 and not in the spirit of 
preparing the EU for the next wave of enlargement by establishing a system of 
institutions for the EU-34. Whereas the two previous treaties were at the same time 
about widening and deepening, the Lisbon Treaty is believed to strongly focus on 
deepening. At the same time, however, this focus is assessed as the big advantage of 
the Lisbon Treaty, although its limitation is the underdeveloped or even missing 
orientation towards future widening. In any case, it is believed to underline that 
deepening for the next decade based on ‘the Lisbon design’ is high on the agenda 
while the next design for widening will only be prepared in the years to come. 

7. Conclusions: Revisiting EU-CONSENT’s initial scenarios on the future of the 
European Union 

EU-CONSENT’s research results have revealed that, despite the fact that, as with all 
previous treaties, aspects of the Lisbon Treaty could be seized on to support either a 
federalist or an intergovernmentalist vision of the future of the EU, few would argue 
that developments since 2004 unambiguously confirm either the virtuous spiral 
scenario (spill-over, scenario 1) or the vicious spiral scenario (spill-back, scenario 2). 
Taken as a whole, the evidence since 2004 would appear to suggest two observations: 

a) At the meso level (daily practice) and the meta level (treaty change) of 
decision-making, solutions have been found to avoid paralysis linked to the 
increase in diversity brought about by enlargement. 

b) Differentiation has played a part in these solutions, although the diversity and 
unpredictability inherent in the integration process mean that no particular 
form of differentiation has come to characterise the process as a whole.  

In general, most of the results of EU-CONSENT do not point in a single direction, 
given that all four scenarios were assessed to be feasible or found in some areas but 
less in others. Therefore, results support several of the initial EU-CONSENT 
scenarios.  

Scenario 1. Reinforcing positive effects of deepening and widening: A virtuous 
spiral of successes (spill-over)  

Scenario 1 was neither the most nor the least favoured among the four initial 
scenarios on the future of the EU. EU-CONSENT research results highlight that the 
processes of EU widening and deepening as well as broadening happen in parallel 
and influence each other, but each seems to constitute an intervening rather than a 
determining variable to explain the other. Enlargement is viewed as having 
strengthened the need for institutional reform and increased the needs for democratic 
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legitimization and efficiency, although these needs were already there before 
enlargement. To some extent, the pressures coming from the enlargement of the EU 
are assumed to have favoured reaching an agreement on these areas. On the other 
hand, it might be more difficult to deal with the current constitutional deadlock within 
the enlarged EU. In the same vein, enlargement may reinforce existing 
deepening/broadening lines for further integration, and even bring forward new ones 
with the accession of new member states, and new perspectives and interests, but it 
may also hamper other areas of deepening. Furthermore, the EU is viewed as in need 
of further development to take account of new exogenous factors. EU widening and 
deepening as well as broadening are proper responses to those new circumstances.  

EU-CONSENT historians underlined that – in view of the challenges accompanying 
the 2004/07 enlargement, governments’ engagement in supranational institutional 
reform and a relatively strong performance during the 2008 crisis – it could not be 
denied that scenario 1 was still a realistic option. However, deepening should not be 
seen as an automatic consequence of widening and, at the same time, deepening per 
se was not thought to promote widening. In 2007, the cycles of institutional reform 
and post-Cold War enlargements came to a provisional end. However, this fact was 
not believed to exclude further enlargements, although further institutional reforms 
could not be expected before a longer period of implementation of the Lisbon Treaty, 
going beyond the official full application in 2014. 
Some EU-CONSENT legal experts opted for the spill-over scenario of the virtuous 
spiral (scenario 1) because the reinvented/transformed Union (scenario 3) would 
imply deeper changes than those which occurred, and also in the light of the 
European polity, identity and constitutional fundamentals. Furthermore, as research 
data have proved, scenario 1 is also present in the transitional period towards 
consolidative democracy.  

Generally, evidence for this scenario was said to have been found in the following 
aspects: member state governments’ engagement in supranational institutional reform 
and their relatively strong performance during the 2008 crisis; European polity, 
identity and constitutional fundamentals (rather than scenario 3 as the latter would 
imply deeper changes in those areas); spill-over mechanisms between different, but 
related, internal market fields which, however, differ considerably on a case-by-case 
basis; convergence in the economic structures of the new member states; some spill-
over effects in social policies from the common market, such as regulating 
occupational pension investments, although the policy field remains mostly under the 
control of member state governments; a broadening of the scope of the EU 
instruments used in social policy governance, such as the OMC used to include, inter 
alia, pension policies; and social groups increasingly realising the benefits of taking 
part in EU policymaking. 

Although some EU-CONSENT members focusing on the internal market found it 
difficult to respond to this question,32 their view is best summarized as follows: the 
EU’s hard core is perceived to have been subject for the past two decades to a blend 
of spill-over (quite significant), virtuous spiral (scenario 1) and status quo (scenario 
4) biases. Thus, a mixture of elements of both scenarios was found in this case. It 
could not be generalized, however, precisely because spill-over mechanisms were 
                                                
32 In the written material of these members so far, only one paper briefly refers to these ways of thinking in the 

'very long run' (in political science on the EU). 
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dependent on all sorts of interactions and ‘externalities’ between different but related 
fields, and these differ considerably in each case studied.  

Some of the above developments that provide evidence for the scenario, such as those 
in social policy, were assessed as not adding significantly to any ‘Europeanization’ of 
social policy, which remains very strictly controlled at the national level. Thus, trends 
related to the virtuous spiral scenario but also to the status quo Union have been 
observed in this area. 

Moreover, a certain trend from the virtuous spiral scenario (spill-over, scenario 1) 
towards a reinvented/transformed Union (scenario 3) was found in some EU-
CONSENT results on democracy and legitimacy. This trend was also found in other 
areas in which empirical findings on EU deepening and widening as well as 
broadening initially mostly corresponded to the virtuous spiral scenario, based on 
mutually reinforcing positive effects, with the expectation of a spill-over effect in the 
economic, social and security policy spheres and further integration and 
intensification of existing European policies. However, during the course of EU-
CONSENT it became evident that scenario 1, due to some fresh input resulting from 
past and current developments, might converge towards the reinvented/transformed 
Union scenario. Reaching the state of EU-27, the EU faced new challenges of 
reinventing and transforming itself. The question now is to what extent the Lisbon 
Treaty itself responded to the need for a fresh outlook given that it introduced many 
innovations in governance and decision-making and, by doing so, is viewed by some 
EU-CONSENT members as opening up the possibility for further widening, although 
others are less optimistic in this context.  

Although some EU-CONSENT members stressed that there was some evidence to 
support each of the scenarios, they assessed it as safe to say that no evidence was 
found for scenario 1 regarding, for instance, EU legitimacy, with the constitutional 
impasse unresolved and a lack of a clear and shared understanding of how 
constitutional decisions in the EU are to be legitimized, and in view of public opinion 
and the referendums which were central to explaining the negative developments in 
EU legitimacy.33  

Scenario 2. Reinforcing the negative consequences of deepening and widening: A 
vicious spiral logic of overstrain and overstretch (spill-back) 
Scenario 2 was the one least confirmed by EU-CONSENT research results and almost 
no evidence was found to support its underlying assumptions. The EU was not 
assessed to have failed, but rather to have successfully integrated new members. 
Neither stagnation nor political deadlock were diagnosed as a result of enlargement. 
Institutional reform and future enlargements were perceived as provisionally blocked, 
but not as a consequence of enlargement alone – even though the final solution was 
assessed as different in the new enlarged EU. Chances to move forward were not 
denied. Additionally, negative referendum outcomes were not interpreted as a 
consequence of scenario 2, but as caused by the unsuitability of the referendum as a 
policy instrument for making European-level decisions. EU-CONSENT members 
assumed too much ‘noise’ to be inherent in referendum votes (the popularity of 
incumbent governments, domestic government-opposition dynamics, short-term 
                                                
33 It was not excluded that this could become true in the long run but, for the time being, it was agreed that 

multiple complications and obstacles exist. 
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fluctuations in economic performance, etc.) to consider the referendum a valid 
instrument for determining the will of the majority regarding the future of European 
integration.  

By contrast, some EU-CONSENT members found evidence of this scenario being 
present in transitional periods towards consolidative democracy, for instance, with 
social actors being urged to defend national and narrow interests without participating 
in a European public space. Moreover, EU-CONSENT’s work on the EU’s role in the 
world is assessed as partially hinting at a state of the EU on the cusp of the vicious 
spiral scenario and a status quo Union (scenario 4). 

Scenario 3. The reinvented/transformed Union: A fresh outlook  
Given that a reinvented/transformed Union was assumed to not necessarily contradict 
‘old’ ways and paths of European integration, scenario 3 turned out to be the second 
most-often mentioned and second-best match among the four initial scenarios for 
describing the state of the EU after enlargement, although EU-CONSENT members 
could not confirm that the EU had been entirely and strongly reinvented as a 
consequence of enlargement. In this particular understanding, the reinvented/trans-
formed Union is not perceived as meaning that all members are to become new 
members irrespective of the duration of their membership, although, in the long-run, 
‘parity and equalization’ might potentially happen.  

Contrasting EU-CONSENT’s research results with scenario 3, the process is viewed 
as having been one of accommodation and adaptation rather than profound 
transformation. However, many of the changes were assessed as having been caused 
not by enlargement alone, but also by other internal dynamics and external factors. 
Although EU deepening and widening have traditionally triggered treaty reform and 
implied to some extent the reinvention of the EU, this process has usually been long, 
incremental and subject to path dependences and other constraints, with the 
transformative perspective being observed only in the long run. However, the post-
enlargement situation was seen by many EU-CONSENT members as confirming 
parts of the expectations of the reinvented Union scenario, which thus had some, 
albeit limited, plausibility. The reported evidence for this scenario was, inter alia, 
that: decision-making did not experience deadlocks; the EU moved from reactive to 
active and strategic actor in foreign policy, also in reaction to security threats; 
transformation was not yet as radical as assumed in defence policy and security 
culture; and regionalization in the Mediterranean region showed signs of EU 
deepening as a reaction to security threats and a move towards a common migration 
policy. 

The puzzle with this particular scenario, however, was that it expected transformation 
to result from enlargement, while research carried out by EU-CONSENT 
overwhelmingly suggested that the 2004/07 enlargement had not represented a 
significant deviation from the past integration path. Neither the balance of powers 
between the institutions nor the relationship between the EU and its member states 
had significantly altered. Moreover, it was agreed that the reinvented/transformed 
Union implied deeper changes of European polity, identity and constitutional 
fundamentals than those which occurred. Thus, in the majority of these assessments it 
was emphasized that transformation was not as radical as assumed in the original 
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scenario 3 and that the transformative effects of the 2004/07 enlargement predicted by 
this scenario remain speculative at this juncture.  

Accommodation and adaptation rather than transformation were confirmed based on 
the results of the analysis. This assessment also highlights the fact that the current 
state of the EU was perceived to not be ‘new’ enough to be called a 
reinvented/transformed Union and no significant rupture in the EU's development 
path was found. As a consequence, many EU-CONSENT members located the 
current EU between the reinvented/transformed Union (scenario 3) and the status quo 
Union (scenario 4), assessing it to be a ‘natural continuation’ of what it was before. 
This holds true for different areas, such as the ENP, and was viewed as indicating the 
direction of a reinvented/transformed Union moving dangerously towards a status 
quo Union. Work on defence policy and security culture had shown that the EU had 
certainly been transformed in some important ways, not least by its widening, but in 
this area it was also assumed to be too far-reaching to argue that a radical 
transformation or reinvention in the sense of scenario 3 had resulted. Even the Lisbon 
Treaty would – with the current amendments, opt-outs and delays to the 
implementation of some of the clauses – probably not conform to the view of a 
reinvention, that is, a radical transformation of the EU. Such transformation was 
assumed arguably to be at odds with the gradualist tradition of European integration, 
with cycles of stagnation and crisis and cycles of deepening but not in a radical way – 
at least in its implementation and immediate implications. 

Scenario 4. No further deepening and widening: A status quo Union 
With some adaptation, scenario 4 was the most favoured among the respondents to 
describe the current state of the EU after enlargement, although a real status quo, that 
is, no further widening and deepening, seemed not to be the case either because of 
fragmentary change in some areas. Even though the EU may have arrived at a 
‘provisional status quo’ with no fundamental changes until further deepening and 
widening can proceed, the enlarged EU was perceived as having come up with a 
solution to continuing with the deepening and widening processes as before. Thus, 
the 2004/07 enlargement was not assumed to have blocked the EU’s decision-making 
process. However, in view of enlargement, the confirmation of this scenario also 
showed a certain fear of a slow-down in the development of the EU for the 
Mediterranean through the slow enlargement towards Turkey and the Balkan states. 
Although it was often critically assumed that the current situation could only 
resemble a status quo scenario because of the short time period that has elapsed since 
enlargement,34 further evidence for this scenario was found in the following aspects: 
stable relationships – balances of power between institutions and EU member states 
since 2004; no blockage of decisions – as many Council decisions since 2004 as 
before; representative and participatory democracy – institutions continued to work 
effectively and were able to accommodate divergent interests; economic and social 
policies – much of the change was not fundamental but some enhancements and 
adjustments to externalities (a ‘status quo plus Union plus’, see below); and EU 

                                                
34 EU-CONSENT's theoretical framework acknowledged from the outset that time will be a crucial variable in 

analysing the effects of enlargement, and this is reflected in the work of WP II/III. Team 26 was established 
purely to undertake research on the temporal dimension of the integration process, while it has been consistently 
noted that the cumulative effect of adaptation in day-to-day practice can have transformative effects in the long 
run. 
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Budget, cohesion and welfare state policies, with a strong disposition to restrict the 
integration of the latter.  

EU-CONSENT results underline, however, that although a considerable ‘status quo 
bias’ has been identified in developments in areas such as the EU budget, cohesion 
policy and welfare policies, the same policies exhibit policy development, albeit 
slowly.  

Along the lines of scenario 3, many results identified accommodation, adaptation and 
change (i.e. also broadening), rather than a halt to EU deepening and widening, to 
have resulted from a status quo Union, which was perceived as still able to come up 
with solutions and continue with deepening and widening as before. Thus, the 
positive changes that could lay the foundations for a reinvented/transformed Union 
(scenario 3) were highlighted as relevant. Such a perspective would support the new 
classification of the enlarged EU as a status quo plus Union: work in progress.  
 

The ‘Reinvented ’  / ’Transformed’ Union:
The Future EU is New for Everyone 

(3)

The ‘Virtuous Spiral’:
Success Breeds 

Success
(spill -over)

(1)

The ‘Vicious Spiral’:
Overstrain Leads to 

Overstretch
(spill -back)

(2)

‘Status quo Union ’
No further “deepening” and “widening”

(4)

‘Status quo plus Union ’
Continuation / ‘Work in progress’

(5)
(moving from 4 to 3) © Gaby Umbach 2009   

 

A new scenario: EU-CONSENT results indicate a status quo plus Union 
Given that the EU-CONSENT findings proved that none of the initial EU-CONSENT 
scenarios was a total fit, a conceptual redefinition at the end of EU-CONSENT’s 
lifetime put the network’s research results into context. Among EU-CONSENT 
members’ most prominent ideas for amendment were a recommendation to revisit the 
status quo Union (scenario 4) and the reinvented/transformed Union (scenario 3), in 
particular by stressing the importance of the time variable and incorporating 
definitions of what constitutes adaptation or transformation. 

Taking a broader perspective on the EU-CONSENT results, the most appropriate 
scenario was perceived to be a new one: the status quo plus Union, that is, a 
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combination of the original scenarios 3 and 4, moving from status quo to a 
reinvented/transformed Union. This move was said to have been accompanied and 
inspired by different forms of spill-over (scenario 1). With this new scenario, EU-
CONSENT results point to a continuation of the status quo with the addition of some 
enhancements and some adjustments to externalities. In sum, the enlarged EU is 
confirmed by a majority of EU-CONSENT results to be the continuation of what it 
was before, that is, to be a work in progress. 

As a result of this evaluation, the revisiting of EU-CONSENT’s four initial scenarios 
in the light of the network’s research findings is summarized in the above figure.  
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ANNEX: Authors and Contributions to the Compilation of Research 
Results 
 

Work 
Package Team Leader (Submitted/Reply by) 

II/III 1 Laffan/Wessels (Sudbery) 
II/III 2 Loth 
II/III 3 Tsoukalis (Gropas) 
II/III 4 v. Bogdandy  
II/III 4 Rovna 
II/III 4 Smrkolj  
II/III 5 Ágh 

      

IV 6 
Best/Christiansen (Piedrafita) (joint reply teams 
6, 7,8) 

IV 7 Peterson (joint reply teams 6, 7, 8) 
IV 8 Donnelly (joint reply teams 6, 7,8) 
IV 9 Piattoni (Jedrzejewska) 
IV Individual Blaszczyk 
      

V 10 Karasinska-Fendler (Jedrzejewska) 
V 11 Roter  
V 13 Ehin 
V 14 Maurel  
V 14 Devaux 
V 14 Perottino 
V 14 Ruus 
V 14 Cisar 
V 14 Yakova 
V Individual Sobotka 
      

VI WP level Begg (joint WP reply) 
VI 15 Pelckmans (additional to joint WP reply) 
VI 16 Begg (integrated in joint WP reply) 
VI 17 Dyson (integrated in joint WP reply) 

VI 18 
Dezseri/Heinemann (integrated in joint WP 
reply) 

VI 19 
Mortensen (Draxler) (additional to joint WP 
reply) 

VI 20 Le Cacheux (integrated in joint WP reply) 
VI Individual Zdrajkowski 
VI Individual Cuckovic 
      

VII 22 Hill (Medina-Abellan) 
VII 23 Luif 
VII 24 Reis 
VII 25 Bonvicini (Comelli) 
VII Individual Neuhold 
VII Individual EKEME 
VII Individual Michalowska-Gorywoda 
VII Individual Haukkala/Nieminen 

      
Individual 

reply  Pilichowska 
Individual 

reply  Samardzija 
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